Quantitative evaluation of reconstruction methods after gastrectomy using a new type of examination: digestion and absorption test with stable isotope 13C-labeled lipid compound.
Digestive and absorptive disorders may negatively influence patients' nutrition, thus resulting in weight loss after gastrectomy. A relationship thus seems to exist between the fat absorptive function and body weight after gastrectomy; however, so far there has been no evidence to prove this hypothesis. Therefore, in this study we evaluated fat absorption ability using a stable isotope, (13)C-trioctanoin, based on the range of the gastrectomy and the method of reconstruction, and we also determined the feasibility of this test. Among patients who had undergone gastrectomy for gastric cancer, 40 patients who had been operated on between 1 and 3 years previously were evaluated. Ten patients had undergone the double-tract (DT) method, and 10 patients had received the Roux-en-Y (RY) method after a total gastrectomy. Twenty patients who had undergone the Billroth I (BI) method after a distal gastrectomy were the control group. In addition, 10 volunteers formed a healthy control group for the (13)C-trioctanoin test. We also examined other six factors related to nutrition after gastrectomy. RESULTS. The (13)C-trioctanoin test showed, in relation to the reconstruction procedure, the highest average peak of fat absorption in the BI group (which had food passage through the duodenum), followed by the average peak of fat absorption in the DT group and the RY groups. In a comparison of duration, at 60 min and 90 min after administration, the BI group and DT group showed a significantly higher level than the RY group. The peaking time (average time at peak level) showed a significant difference between the RY group and the other groups. The absorption amount at an early stage of absorption and the percent (%) dose showed a significant difference between the RY group and the other groups. The RY group had significantly lower fat absorption than the healthy controls. According to this study, which evaluated fat absorption after different reconstructive procedures after gastrectomy, the procedure that accommodated for the passage of food through the duodenum showed better results for the absorption of medium-chain triglycerides, and the patients also showed a better physiological state.